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Please check if there are the following items when

opening the box：
1. Smart Watch *1

2. Magnetic charging cable *1

3. Operation guide *1

4. Card pin *1

Product Picture：
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SIM Card Installation Directions:
1）This device support only the Nano SIM card.

2）Before installing the SIM card, please check whether the network frequency band used by your

network operator is consistent with this product.

Use a tool to remove the SIM card tray. Fixed SIM card insertion
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Watch Charging：
1) Please charge the watch for 1-2 hours before using this product.

2) Connect the Pogo data cable to the power adapter, and then charge the watch.

3) It is strictly forbidden to connect the Pogo charging cable to metal products, which may cause a fire.

Resolutions for Charging Malfunction:
1) If the connection between the charging cable and the charger is unstable, please reconnect the data

cable and the charger.

2) If the device can not be turned on or charged, please use a 5V / 2A or above charger to charge the

device for more than 20 minutes to activate the battery.

Download the Watch Assistant APP：
1) Before using the watch, you can use your mobile phone to scan the QR code below to download

WiiWear.

2）Or you can search for WiiWear in Google Play store and Apple App Store to download.

Install the Watch Assistant App：
1）When installing the APP, you need to give WiiWear permissions to use the phone's Bluetooth, send

messages, obtain your location, etc.

2）When you install the WiiWear application on your Android phone, some phones require you to set

WiiWear as a "whitelist" application in the system settings to ensure that this application will not be
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forcibly closed when the phone is off.

3）When registering WiiWear, please input your height, weight, sleep and other information truthfully,

which will help the watch to record various exercise data more accurately.

Connect your phone and watch through WiiWear：
1）Click to enter Device on WiiWear, click "+" in the upper right corner to scan the QR code of the watch.

2）The watch and mobile phone are successfully connected.

The phone and watch cannot be connected, troubleshooting method:
1) Make sure that the Bluetooth of the mobile phone and watch is turned on.

2) In Phone-Settings-Bluetooth, delete all paired Bluetooth devices; on the interface where the watch is

to be connected, click the "trash can icon" to delete all paired devices, restart the watch and phone, and

then connect again.

3) Download and install WiiWear again.

4) Change to another mobile phone to download WiiWear connected watch.

Watch operating instructions：
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Do Not Disturb mode:
When this feature is turned on, the watch will be in silent mode, and all messages and calls will no longer

remind you.

Screen brightness:

Click this area to set the screen brightness level.

Lift to Wake Screen:

When this function is turned on, the screen will automatically wake when you lift your wrist.

Data transmission:

After this function is turned on, it will connect to the network via mobile data.

GPS:

Turn on or off GPS positioning function.

Bluetooth / WIFI:

Quickly turn on or off the Bluetooth / WIFI function.

Shut down Recent tasks

Reboot Power save

Common troubleshooting Resolutions:
1）The phone cannot recognize the SIM card?

A.Please install another brand-new SIM card into the watch to rule out the possibility of a bad SIM card.

B.Please check the SIM card slot to see whether it’s dirty or deformed.
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2）Forgot the unlock pattern? The watch cannot be unlocked?

Please contact the official after-sales service, and then flash the watch.

3) The standby time of the watch is too short, is there a problem with the battery?

The practical standby time depends on the different using habits and frequencies of each user. This

device is based on the Android system with abundant functions and powerful configuration. When the

applications with high power consumption such as calls, social media apps, and games, the actual

standby time may only normally be 3-5 Hours.

4）Does the watch get hot easily?

As mentioned above, this product is rich in functions and powerful configurations. If you use high-power

applications for a long time. Because the processor generates a lot of heat at high speed running, the

watch is with a small surface and the heat dissipation is relatively slow. Try to avoid using high power

consumption applications for too long, and take some time and methods to lower the temperature of the

device in time.

5）Does it support Bluetooth calling?

Not supported, you need to install a SIM card to use the calling function.

6）GPS function failure?

a.Please check the GPS setting (watch → setting → connection →GPS ) to

check whether the GPS is turned on, and set the GPS to high precision mode.

b.When you use the GPS function for the first time, please use GPS positioning in an open outdoor area.

After the GPS initially locating the city, the subsequent use of GPS positioning will be faster.
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